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INTRODUCTION

Operating in an industry that has long struggled with its diversity,
Porsche Retail Group (PRG) is aiming to make a real and sustainable
difference with our core values of Trust, Integrity & Empowerment. It is
our belief that all team members should feel valued, included and able to
be their authentic self at work.

While our journey is far from over, we have made significant progress to
attract more females into our business; 33% of our workforce are female
today, up from 25% in 2018.

In addition, through our apprenticeships, leadership programmes and by
promoting self-progression, we will continue to embed the spirit of
diversity and inclusion at the very heart of our organisation.

PRG are proud of the role it plays in recruiting, fostering and ultimately
promoting staff based on talent rather than gender, and we look forward
to how the journey continues in 2022 and beyond.

Adam Flint, Managing Director



OUR TEAM

33%
FEMALE

UP FROM 25% IN 2018
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GENDER PAY (HOURLY RATE) & BONUS GAP

GENDER BONUS

PAY QUARTILES

Mean (average) Median (middle)

Gender Pay (Hourly Rate) Gap 18.9% 16.9%

Gender Bonus Gap 62.7% 58.3%

94.9% OF MALES RECEIVED A BONUS

95.9% OF FEMALES RECEIVED A BONUS

UPPER QUARTILE

13% FEMALE

UPPER-MID QUARTILE

21% FEMALE

LOWER-MID QUARTILE

30% FEMALE

LOWER QUARTILE

37% FEMALE



MY AIM IS TO INSPIRE OTHER WOMEN

I have worked for Porsche Retail Group for over eight years and since
joining I have graduated from the Porsche Global Leadership and
Management programme and become the group’s Senior Aftersales
Manager. I’m currently also involved in the project team working on Porsche
Centre Reading’s redevelopment, the first Destination Porsche Centre in
the UK.

I am treated no differently as a female in my position but respected for
what I do as a leader within our organisation and I believe having two young
children has enhanced my understanding and ability to be a great role
model. My aim is to inspire other women who want both a career and a
family as I believe the two don’t need to be mutually exclusive; I now
challenge myself to be the best mum alongside achieving great things
within Porsche.

We are in an industry that is changing rapidly with electric vehicles,
sustainability and a real focus on agile leadership. It has opened up a
mindset change for me personally, and it’s important I was given the
encouragement to do so from right at the top, by my peers and the team
around me. Our group has a philosophy of constant improvement and
regular feedback, which is important for leaders to grow; again this is
something that I personally benefit from and has allowed me to expand my
own skillset. Louise Jenkins-Smith

Senior Aftersales Manager, Porsche Centre Reading

“
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CLOSING THE GAP

We are committed to delivering existing and new initiatives to improve our ability to attract, engage and develop women and to
achieve a gender balance at all levels of our business. We are confident that achieving this balance will reduce our gender pay gap.

We’re delighted to have grown our percentage of female employees to one-third of our total staff, but we believe this is just the
start and there’s more we can do. We have made progress in attracting more women from outside the automotive industry and
we’ve also been delighted to promote a number of female employees into management roles which has been a great success.

Encouraging women to see automotive retailing as a career still remains a key driver for us and why we continue to maintain
flexible working options. We offered enhanced support during the pandemic and the progressive decision to continue to keep our
Centres open by appointment only on a Sunday helps encourage a better work life balance. This helps differentiate ourselves
within the industry.

We are also investing in development to support our employees to build confidence, improve internal networks and enhance their
career development within the organisation. We are now almost a year into our new external Leadership Apprenticeship
Programme, which built on the internal Leadership Develop Programme we ran until 2019. In addition, we are currently
undertaking a review of our competencies and recruitment tools to ensure succession planning, performance management,
recruitment and training programmes all support a culture of increased diversity and inclusion.

The automotive retail industry is a fantastic place to build a long and rewarding career and
we were extremely proud to have recently been awarded a place in the prestigious Top 100
Companies To Work For in the UK. We work hard to attract, retain and reward the best
individuals we can and we believe it’s having the right attitude and passion to do an
exceptional job that really counts, regardless of gender.


